
Your journey to finding lower energy rates starts with an initial consultation and a
complete analysis of your unique energy requirements, which helps us better
understand your energy needs, any pain points, as well as your business' energy goals. 

Whether you operate out of one or multiple locations, by sending us a copy of recent
energy bills, we're able to access the necessary information and review important factors
that will help us find you competitive rates, such as your rate class, peak load, and your
general energy demand. 

From the minute I met this company I
knew they knew what they were talking
about. Their dedication and care to their

clients and strategic partners really show.
I would recommend them to anyone who

is trying to create an energy-efficient
home or business over any other. - A.B.

Providing Competitive Electricity and
Natural Gas Rates for Thousands of
Business, Here's How We Do It

How We Find You Lower Energy Rates

For more than 20 years, Energy Professionals
has specialized in finding competitive electricity
and natural gas rates and virtually managing
energy costs for companies across America.

Initial Energy Analysis Starts With Sending Us A Recent Energy Bill

Energy Independence. More Choice. Less Waste.

www.energyprofessionals.com

Procurement



The language
of any energy
contracts to
ensure they
cater to your

unique energy
needs.

The best
possible terms

to help you
secure rates,

protecting you
against future

increases.

Having completed our initial energy analysis, we work with an expansive network of all
the top retail energy suppliers that service your utility zone, to find the most competitive
rates and contract terms that best fit your energy usage needs, protecting you against
routine fluctuations and potential increases in the energy market.

Once complete, we provide you with a full presentation that contains the top three to five
rates we've found, their respective contract terms, any available green energy options,
and our recommendation as to what rate, contract, and term that will benefit your
business the most.

Benefits You Can Enjoy With Lower Energy Rates

The lowest
energy rates,
available in
your utility

zone, providing
multiple
options

Now Our Work Begins, Finding Your The Lowest Rates Possible

Being able to shop for lower energy rates
empowers you with a choice over your
energy bills. 

"Great Company! They really know
the energy industry in and out.

Good customer service as well. I
highly recommend using them as

your energy consultant!" 
- C.M.

Finding lower energy rates provides you
a real opportunity for energy savings. 

Customers with fixed-rate plans have
certainty over their energy budget.

Retail energy suppliers often offer you
green energy options, at lower rates.
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Founded in 1999, Energy Professionals is one
of North America's leading energy advisors
working with commercial customers to
reduce and control energy budgets. We build
client-specific, comprehensive energy
strategies that factor in your goals. Utilizing
an expansive network of suppliers and
energy experts, we bring to life effective,
efficient, and innovative solutions. We offer
both focused solutions to a specific issue and
broad plans to address long-term growth,
paving the way for energy independence,
providing more choice and less waste.

LED Lighting Retrofits 
HVAC New Life Restoration
Utility Bill Auditing & Recovery
Energy Data, Analytics, and AI
Power Outage Protection
Behind The Meter Generation
Demand Response
Renewable Energy Solutions
Community Solar Solutions
Bill Auditing & Expense Management
Virtual Energy Management

As a full-service energy advisor, our
consultants are experts in optimizing
your energy-saving potential. Paving
the way for your energy independence
through energy efficiency and
renewable energy solutions, Energy
Professionals designs tailor-made
solutions to further reduce energy
costs.

Solutions Designed For
Your Energy Needs

Taking it Beyond "Lower Rates"
Dedicated in-house customer service
staff to help you throughout your
energy savings joruney.

Industry leading professional
consultants with years of training.

Full-service energy advisors that offer
continued solutions and savings.

About Energy Professionals

Energy Professionals, LLC. 1315 Cleveland Street, Clearwater, Florida 33755

1 (844) 674-5465

info@energyprofessionals.com

www.energyprofessionals.com
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